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Graphic Design Bootcamp
Tips from the Pros

Main Street programs have recognized and celebrated  
strong brand and design through the years. 
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The Challenge

Main Street Managers, staff and volunteers are: 

 
•  Energetic 
•  Flexible 
•  Enthusiastic 
•  Knowledgeable  
•  Don’t always have training in graphic design 
   and branding. 
 

Understanding and using some key principles of 
design and branding makes the effort easier, more 
professional, memorable and powerful.
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Benefits

Investing time and effort to create a polished, consistent graphic design yields 
benefits: 
 

   • Improved event/programming image 
 

   • Increased sense of pride in your community 
 

   • Increased trust in your organization 
 

   • Increased sponsorships 
 

   • Increased event attendance 
 

   • Increased revenue from promotional products 
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Conduct a Communications Audit

Take a look at everything you use to promote your organization and your events 
and projects. Are you currently using great design to build and maintain a 
consistent brand? 
 

•  Posters & Banners 
 

•  Business Cards & Postcards/Mailings 
 

•  Website / Newsletter / Facebook / PowerPoint / Other Social Media 
 

•  T-Shirts, Hats and other Advertising Specialty Items 
 

•  Sponsorship Packets and Rewards 
 

•  Annual Reports 
 

•  Any other items you use—internally and externally
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Consider These Design Features

Design features to consider in your audit and as new materials are developed: 
 

 • Your organization’s logo and its effectiveness 
 

 • Logos used for your events 
 

 • Color palette (consistency) 
 

 • Font (appropriate choices and consistency) 
 

 • Photography 
 

 • Layout consistency 
 

 • Readability 
 
Are you supporting your brand as you promote your organization and events? 
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Logos

Your logo — the flag you waive for your organization — is one element of your 
brand. 

 • Are you proud to use it?  
   Does it accurately represent the true quality of your organization? 

 

 • Is your logo memorable; distinctive? 
 

 • Can you use it equally effectively in color or black and white? 
 

 • Is it well oriented for use on your business cards and website? 
 

 • Is it scalable? Does it maintain its integrity when used at any size? 
 

 • Do you have it available in both low and high resolution versions? 
 

 • Do you have it in RGB mode for screen and CMYK mode for print? 
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Logos
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Color Palettes

Color adds meaning, distinctiveness and fun. To build your brand, the colors in 
your posters, banners, website, newsletter, Facebook and emails need to be 
consistent. 
 

 • Choose a color palette that compliments the colors in your logo.  
 
 
 
 
 

 • Make sure your palette includes colors that will enhance readability/ 
    usability in print and web. 
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Color Palettes

 If you have difficulty picking out colors,  there are tools on the web to help: 
 

https://kuler.adobe.com/create/color-wheel/ 
look at existing palettes or create your own- 
This is a great app for your phone, too! 
 
http://colorhunter.com 
Palettes can be created from a photo 
 
 
www.creativebloq.com/colour/tools-colour-schemes-12121430 
This post lists the thirty best tools for selecting a color scheme 
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Fonts

Communication with your target market is largely conducted electronically.  
You have no control over the quality or type of device or browser used by your 
target market to view your electronic messages, website and other digital media.  
 

Because of these variables, you should choose the fonts that: 
 • Are designed for screen viewing (they also look good in print) 
 • Are common to the most computers 

 

These fonts are common to all browsers:

San Serif 
  - Verdana 
  - Ariel
  - Trebuchet MS 
  - Tahoma 

Serif 
  - Times New Roman 
  - Georgia 

Unusual 
  - Impact 
  - Windings 
    W♓■♎♓■♑⬧ 
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Fonts: Quick Tips

   • Choose two fonts to use–one serif and one san serif—and use them  
      consistently. 

 
 

  •  
     Don’t use script – it’s not a good communicator 
 

  • Comic Sans should not be used to convey messages that you want taken  
    seriously. In fact, it shouldn’t be used at all! It looks unprofessional. 
 

   • Make sure there is high contrast between fonts and background color.
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Fonts: Quick Tips 

   • DON’T USE ALL CAPS TO DELIVER MESSAGES TO YOUR AUDIENCE! 
 

 -  In the electronic message world, all caps are seen as shouting at the  
            person receiving the message. It’s not perceived as friendly. 
 

 - If you need to emphasize a word or phrase, use the bold version of the 
           font you are using. Alternatively, you can use the italic version. If that’s 
           not emphatic enough for you, bold italics delivers the intent. 
 

   • Don’t underline for emphasis or to indicate a title. An underlined word or  
       phrase is now viewed as an active link. When indicating a title, use italics. 
 

   • Don’t use two spaces after a period or colon—it creates odd gaps in your  
      paragraphs. Your computer knows how much room to leave after punctuation 
      marks. (The two space convention is left over from manual typewriting— 
      you’re dating yourself!!)  
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Photography

General Photography Tips 
 
When using a photo for any project, that photo will be the first thing your viewer 
sees and subconsciously sets the tone for the rest of the information. Make sure 
they send a consistent message. 
 
Use photography that is unique to your community and event. 
 
People, place & things…these are all elements which make a photo “descriptive” 
and supportive of the rest of your information.
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Photography

Choose Wisely 
•  You want to only show the best aspects of the event. 
•  What makes people want to attend an event?   

Lack of parking? Hot temperatures? Porta-Potties?  
Probably not, so try to minimize these elements in a 
photo. 

•  Focus on the experience first and the location second.  
People sell more people. 

•  Timeless photos always beat out trends and don’t 
need to be updated as often. 

•  Determine and show what makes your event special!
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Photography

•  Photography comes from two Latin 
words: photo & graphy 

•  Photo = light 
•  graphy = writing 

•  Your photography, no matter how 
great the actual subject, will always 
need light. Shooting outside, with no 
shade, at 12 noon in July will tell us 
one thing - it’s hot & miserable. 

•  To best show your event, try to 
highlight that “one” thing which 
makes your event unique.
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Photography

• While its tempting to use stock photography, even if it is really close to 
representing your event, it simply falls short. 

• While photography often falls victim to budget cuts, I can assure you one good 
photo pays dividends when it comes to promotion. 

• Which event below looks more appealing?
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Photography

•  When selecting photos, remember you are giving each viewer a sense of the 
event. Photos taken from far away “remove” the viewer from the event.  

•  B&W photos are a very 
effective tool to eliminate 
clutter while focusing on the 
subject. 

•  When you have a “genuine” 
smile in a photo, it makes the 
viewer smile. 

•  Real, candid moments are 
very powerful advertising 
vehicles
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Photography

Legal Stuff 
• You can’t use photos you find online without permission. Really. 

• You do NOT need a model release to photograph and display a photo of a person 
at a public event. 

•  If you can see it from a public area, you can photograph it (even thru windows). 

• The law is a bit “murky” regarding using a person’s “image” to sell a product/
service/event. Typically, if the photo was taken at the event, and it’s a “candid” 
moment, it’s an accurate representation of that event and no additional release is 
needed. 

• Beware of trademark violations (Pepsi, Coke, Disney, etc). Companies must, by 
law, enforce their trademark or risk losing it.
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Photography

•  While updated photos are always a great idea, 
create a database of shots so you can more 
directly target certain markets/elements. 

•  Being able to pull photos from past events (like 
this event here from 2 years ago) really helps 
when you are writing a presentation.  :)
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Photography

•  This is always a tricky subject but our society thrives 
on diversity.  Age, race, gender and physical 
attributes. While “advertising” has a very narrow 
view on this, events should cover all of the above,  
and more. The more people you can appeal to, the 
more success your event will have.

•  Sometimes, you just 
can’t get what you 
need so don’t be 
above “staging” a 
moment or two if you 
want to focus on a 
specific topic.
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Layout for Posters and Banners

The problem: 
- Red on blue background 
- Use of script style font 
- Lack of white space

Don’t let your layout get in the way of your message. 

The problem: 
- Two many words 
- Lack of white space 
- Irregular placement of elements 
- Clashing colors  
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Tips for Best Print Results

• Always use high resolution photos for print publications. 
   - 300 dpi at the full size to be used 
   - Don’t grab photos off the internet for print use.  
      They are low resolution, causing blurry images when printed 
 

• For large quantity print runs, get an estimate from a local digital printer or  
   online printer rather than making color copies. You may get a much better price. 
 

• Make sure you submit files for print that are high resolution and have been  
  converted to CMYK. If you are not able to determine this, ask your printer to check 
  your files. In general, a low resolution file cannot be converted to high. An RGB file 
  can be converted to CMYK.   
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Tips for Best Screen Results

• Use photos and graphics that are 72 dpi (dots per inch) 
   High resolution photos (300 dpi) create huge files and  
   slower download times 
   These files should also be in RGB mode. 
 

• Use fonts that are meant for screen viewing. Limit yourself to two. 
 

• Know and use your hex codes or RGB values to use consistent colors on your  
  website, e-newsletter and in all your social media 
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Web Sites:    
•  Use your color palette to maintain a consistent image. 
•  Use photos to draw viewers into your content 
• Use bulleted lists that viewers can easily scan rather than long paragraphs 
 

Facebook: 
• Utilize photos when setting up Facebook Events.    
 

Newsletter: 
•  Use your color palette AND incorporate images to draw the reader. 
•  Use “center text” only for header or title, not at other times. 
•  Text should be left justified with a ragged right edge—allows for easiest reading 
 

Other Social Media: 
All social media you use should be designed to align with your brand 

Web Sites / Facebook / Newsletters
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Creative Partnerships for Professional Results

No time, No talent … Now what?! 
Photographers 
•  Survey photographers in your downtown/community  

•  Approach the ones that create professional looking images  

•  Hire a professional photographer if your budget allows OR 

•  Work out an agreement of in kind sponsorship. Include links to their business,  
   thank them often in your newsletter, Facebook, etc.   

•  Have a clear understanding on where their name can be located on the photos 

•  If they insist on watermarking the photos, they aren’t your guy/gal 

•  There are excellent photographers who will help you build your brand and in  
   turn they will build their business.
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Questions? 

Graphic Design Bootcamp
Tips from the Pros
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Now It’s Your Turn

This PowerPoint presentation and additional related handouts will be available for 
download from the NC Main Street site. 
 

      Naomi Riley: director@fuquay-varinadowntown.com 

 
       
      Brian Mullins: brian@brianmullinsphotography.com 

 

 
      Ann Marie Amico: ama@AmicoBrandDesign.com


